
Introduction. A lot of researches on the port ecosystems are related with the port governance effectiveness and operational performance,

and the newest research looking for effectively working port governance model through the enhancement of port resilience in volatility,

uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA) conditions, but the researches are in the different segments of port business ecosystem.

Research field segmentation leads the lack investigation of the functioning and resilience of the whole port ecosystem, consisted of private

and public entities connected

As the previous research found out, the strong relationship exists between the effectively working port governance model and maritime

attractiveness (figure 1), but this relationship works under general market conditions and in the long-term perspective. But this relationship

is not so effective during the periods of high uncertainties, some short-term tools is required. So, the main idea is to investigate the

resilience for disruption factors, including these which appear during VUCA conditions, in the terms of resilience enhancement

possibilities through managerial interventions. And for the realisation of this idea the theoretical approach on the seaport organizational

ecosystem‘s resilience is required where main hypothesis is related with the idea to find the relationship between ecosystem‘s resilience

and maritime business excellence as the extended conception of maritime transport attractiveness.

The aim of research: to investigate the possibilities to elaborate resilience enhancement framework of port organizational ecosystem.

Objectives:

- to describe the conception of organizational resilience;

- to explain the conceptions of port organizational ecosystem as the entrepreneurial ecosystem;

- to justify resilience enhancement possibilities.
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Theoretical modelling of the possibilities to elaborate resilience enhancement framework  of seaport 

organizational ecosystem

− Description of the conception of organizational resilience found out that exist a big amount the different descriptions, but the connecting terms in all of the are

related with the improving ability, capacity, properties, resistance of organization with the shortest duration in reacting to the accidents, incidents, shocks,

stress, emergencies, uncertainties contingencies, VUCA elements. The organizational resilience is the function of four elements which could be described

through the phenomenon of leadership in the model or organizational resilience‘s structure: the adaptive capacity could be developed through the effectively

working leadership model influencing the structural components as organizational culture, individual resilience, organizational and managerial capacities,

critical infrastructure components.

− Explanation of entrepreneurial ecosystem’s conception created possibilities to justify that the port organizational ecosystem is functioning as the entrepreneurial

ecosystem and the resilience could be enhanced by increasing the adaptive capacity, which could be increased by adopting the leadership phenomenon.

− Justification of resilience enhancement possibilities established the hypothetical relationship between the leadership phenomenon and the organizational

resilience of port organizational ecosystem and as result of this relationship business resilience were identified as the extended value of maritime attractiveness’

conception.
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Fig. 1 Relationship between port governance model and maritime transport 

sector attractiveness. Source: Valioniene, E.  & Placiene, B.  (2022). 
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Research. Transport Means,  conference proceedings. 688-693.
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